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S.F. Enterprise b.v.
Tompenburgstraat 5
1079 TM Amsterdam
The Netherlands.

S.F. Enterprise bv introduction
We are smart security systems suppliers and distributors.
S.F. Enterprise bv, specialize in several high tech exclusive products which are
one of a kind in their field, widely used by police and security forces and over the
years have built a reputation of quality.
These systems are used daily to guarantee and secure the safety of millions of
people at airports and throughout cities.
Most importantly you can benefit from our experience/expertise and service
which includes one of the top security advisors in the Netherlands who is our
partner.

Our specialty is – Safe City Planning & Terror and Crime Prevention.
The most advanced control rooms of the world are in the Netherlands.
There are successfully realized projects in Holland and abroad you can visit and
observe that speak for themselves.
Severe problems such as terror, crime, drug related crime, aggression, violence,
vandalism and so on, we see as a challenge, to solve, and to help make the
society in which we live as secure as possible.
On the site you find a list of our products that we are authorized to sell and
distribute in your area.
For and on behalf of S.F. Enterprise bv., we remain,
With Best Regards,

Sergio Feldman
Sergio Feldman
Tel: 00-31-20-644 32 13
www.sf-enterprise.eu

(Local: 020-644 32 13) (GSM: 0652 431 645)
info@sf-enterprise.eu

S.F. Enterprise b.v., is registered with the Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam under number: 34270225. All our offers are subject
to our final confirmation, and our terms of Sale & Ordering of Goods & Services, which are with the Chamber of Commerce in
Amsterdam under Nr: 5561, and we’ll mail / fax them to you with any invoice & order, and also upon request.

What does it cost to keep a costumer waiting?.. It could cost you a costumer..

